Abstract. Suppose (ftj)ist.jtr is a pxp matrix of real-valued infinitely (respectively /«-times continuously) differentiable functions on an open subset fl of R". Then (fti)isi,isp maps the space of ^-tuples of distributions on fl (respectively distributions of order Smonfi) into itself. In the present paper, the pxp matrices (P/)isi,<sp for which this mapping is onto are characterized in terms of the zeros of the determinant of (fti)ist,iip when the/,/ are infinitely differentiable on Ci^R1 and when theft, are m-times continuously differentiable on A<=Ä". Finally, partial results are obtained when the fu are infinitely differentiable on fl <= Rn and extensions are made to p x q systems of division problems for distributions.
1. Introduction. Let <£""(Q) denote the algebra of real-valued m-times continuously differentiable functions on an open set Q. in Rn equipped with the topology of uniform convergence of all derivatives of order imon all compact subsets of Q. Here 0 S m S oo and S"°(Q.) will often be denoted by S(Q). Sm(Q) is a Fréchet space, that is, a complete metrisable locally convex topological vector space. Let ^£(0) denote the subspace of <?m(Q) consisting of all functions with support in the compact set P<=Q equipped with the relative topology and let @m(Q.) denote the inductive limit of the @t(Q), K a compact subset of Q. Here O^m^co and ^"(O) will often be denoted by 3>(Q.). For m<oo, 3)'m(ü) (respectively é"m(Q)), the dual space of 2>m(Q) (respectively Sm(Q)), is the space of distributions of order ámonQ (respectively the space of distributions with compact support of order ámon Q.). And @'(Q) (respectively é"(Q.)), the dual space of ¡ÏÏ(Q) (respectively $(&)), is the space of distributions on O (respectively the space of distributions with compact support on £2). In §4 we prove that forp=q and CïczRn, n> 1, (a) implies (b), (a) implies (c), and (b) does not imply (a). The referee has pointed out that (c) does not imply (a) for n > 1. And in §5 we dispense with our restriction that p = q and obtain for the general system of division problems results analogous to those of §2, §3, and §4. if det (F) never vanishes. The proof reduces the p xp system of division problems to a 1 xp system. We begin with a lemma involving 1 xp systems in which Malgrange's extension [4] to submodules of a theorem of Whitney [8] describing the closed ideals in é""(ü.) is used. Suppose/e <f(i2), £2<=7îl. A zero of/is offinite order if some derivative of/does not vanish at the zero.
Finally, we need a lemma which will be used again in §4 and §5.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose F=(fij)ySiJSp where fi, e Sm(ü), OSmáoo, Q^7?n. Then Several necessary conditions that im (F) = [3>'(Q)]P can be given. The first of these is that det (P) satisfy the Lojasiewicz inequality and that it not be identically zero in any component of £2. In fact, we have already proved this since the proof that (a) implies (d) in Theorem 3.1 makes no use of the hypothesis that £2<=pi. We suppose that det (P) has a zero of infinite order, say at a = (ax,..., an) e £1, and obtain gi,.. Otherwise, let r be the largest integer such that there is an rxr submatrix of F whose determinant is either nonzero at a or has a zero of finite order at a. Then Then the zero of/is of finite order. However, by Proposition 4.1, we see that f3i'(R2)^S>'(R2) because/fails to satisfy the Lojasiewicz inequality in any compact neighborhood of the origin.
The referee has pointed out an example which shows that the converse of Proposition 4.1 is false for £l^Rn, n>l. for 1 újúq such that F(SX,..., Sq) = (Tx,..., Tp). Then, by using a partition of unity subordinate to the covering {Oa}, im (F) = [2'm(ü)]p is easily verified (see [7, p. 126] ). Thus (c) implies (a).
The analogue of Theorem 3.1 is also valid for p^q but a method of proof different from that utilized in Theorem 3.1 seems to be required. 
